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LESSON PLAN 

 

LESSON : Computer Science - Problem Solving with C++ programming language  

DATE : Friday, May 10, 2019 

DURATION :  90’  

Students class :  Lyceum third grade  

Student participating : 28 Students (10 Bulgarian, 9 Italian, 10 Cypriots) 

Teacher Name : Christou Afrodite – Physics  Teacher in Lyceum of Polis Chrysochous. 

 

DESCRIPTION  

The main goal of the lesson was to study the factors from which the oscillation period of the 

Simple Pendulum depends. Secondly, was to measure acceleration of gravity g using simple 

pendulum. 

 

PROCEDURE  

From the begging of the class the students were split in to four groups. Each group had at least 

a student from Cyprus who was already familiar with the use of the Simple Pendulum. 

The teacher made a short introduction on the problem-solving methodology used in Physics 

with given examples.  

Then the teacher distributed the worksheets to the students. The steps were given to the 

students to follow. Using the materials and devices, given to them Students plan and conduct 

experiments to find out from which factors the oscillation period T of the simple pendulum 

depends. In each experiment, report which variables you are changing and which variables 

you keep constant. 

Following that, as a first step students manage to study the factors from which the oscillation 

period of the Simple Pendulum depends: The oscillation period of the simple pendulum 

depends on the thread length L and the acceleration of gravity, g.  

Afterwards, students recovered about the factors that the oscillation period of the Simple 

Pendulum depends, and they continued with the second objective of the lesson. They tried to 

measure acceleration of gravity g using simple pendulum. 
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The students support the pendulum in a foothold by measuring the thread length. They have 

the ability to increase or reduce the thread length. Then they divert the pendulum to a small 

angle, and we let it free to oscillate and they measure the time of 10 or 20 oscillations (why 

this is done?)  recording the measurements in a table. Then they calculate the period T of 

the oscillation. They repeat the same process for 4-5 different lengths of the pendulum. 

Afterwards they complete the table with the appropriate measurements and draw the graph 

T2 = f (ℓ) and they calculate the slope of the plot and then proceed to the derivation of the 

acceleration of gravity g. 

 

 

ASSESMENT 

 

The students from Italy and Bulgarian weren’t familiar with the Simple Pendulum so the task 

was really difficult for them, at the beginning, but with the help of Cypriot students and the 

collaboration they had within their team they managed to fulfill their tasks. 

The time was short for all the tasks but the goal of the lesson was gained since all students 

groups had finished at least one of their tasks. 

 


